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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR NON-SLIP MATERIALS

1.

Quality Department

INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Non‐slip materials, due to their inherent surface characteristics (more specific surface,) are less hygienic (it is easier for dirt to
accumulate and it is harder to remove it) than models that do not have this property.
The recommendation for of this type of texture shall be directed only towards those settings that really require it, either due to legal
or regulation specifications, or the establishment of safety conditions necessary to minimize the risk of falls from slipping in specific
areas (swimming pools, ,outdoor ramps, wet areas,...)
2.

DURING INSTALLATION

In order to minimize deposition of bonding and grouting material debris on the ceramic flooring, we shall take a series of precautions
that will facilitate subsequent cleaning and will prevent the use of more aggressive cleaning methods:
•
•

•

3.

Adopt the necessary construction and organizational measures to ensure that access and circulation routes
remain as dry as possible, avoiding potential water logging (slopes, appropriate outlet openings, drains,... .)
Avoid the hardening of the bonding and grouting material on the non‐slip surface, eliminating any adhesive
remaining while it has not yet set, using plenty of water to this end. The grouting operation shall be limited to
small areas, cleaning the material immediately from the ceramic surface. Plenty of clean water shall be used,
ensuring that the cleaning debris is eliminated from the ceramic surface, thus avoiding the detached material
from depositing again on the tiles. The roughness of the texture, as well as a greater specific surface, are
characteristics that cause that, once the cement material’s setting time has passed, its surface removal operation
is more complex.
Protect the flooring until the completion of the work, in order to avoid damage and stains caused by actions
subsequent to the flooring installation and prior to the delivery of the work.

PROHIBITIONS / ADVISED‐AGAINST ACTIONS

No aggressive cleaning products or methods shall be used, specially cleaning with rotary machine with hard PAD discs, as they
generate a polished surface and gradually reduce the slip resistance.
Metal spatulas, abrasive scourers, or concentrated chemicals shall not be used in cleaning.
4.

MAINTENANCE AND REGULAR CLEANING

We recommend installing dirt retention systems in the entries, such as rugs or doormats, as a preventive measure in order to
reduce the frequency of cleaning operations.
There are several systems that are suitable for cleaning this type of surface:
•
Water pressure equipment or systems.
•
Steam application systems
•
Plastic bristle brush and rinsing with plenty of water
•
Rotary machine is allowed as long as the cleaning tool is a plastic brush.
•
Any commercial disinfectant such as bleach can be used as a cleaning product. Soapy products or those
containing waxes in their composition shall be avoided, as they can increase the risk of accidents.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The characteristics of tiles with non‐slip texture conform to the use specified in the product’s datasheet provided that the
appropriate handling, installation, maintenance (cleaning) and use guidelines have been followed.
If the owner fails to comply with the provisions of this manual, PORCELANOSA shall not be liable for the incidents that may arise
from this non‐compliance.
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General Recommendations for the Cleaning and Maintenance
of Porcelanosa Wall and Floor Tile
Glazed Tiles
Products should be cleaned routinely with an all-purpose, non oil-based household or
commercial cleaner. The product chosen should also be grout joint cleaning compatible. The
type of product may vary depending on the tile application and use. A multipurpose spray
cleaner, which removes soap scum, hard water deposits, and mildew designed for every day
use, can be used on wall tile areas in residential baths and showers.
The entire area should be cleaned and scrubbed with cleaner solution through the use of a
cotton mop, cloth, sponge, or non-metallic brush. The entire area should be rinsed with
clean water to remove any cleaning solution residue. Remember that you should sweep or
vacuum floor areas prior to cleaning to remove any dust or debris. Routine cleaners should
never contain acids or ammonia. Acids can damage the grout and the glazed surface of the
tile, and ammonia can discolor the grout.

Unglazed Tile
Clean routinely with concentrated tile cleaners that have a neutral pH for safe regular use.
The product chosen should also be compatible with cleaning the grout joints at the same
time.

Glass Tiles
For routine cleaning, use any non-abrasive cleaning compound recommended for either
glass or tile.

Removal of Sealers/Waxes/Floor Finishes
For the removal of a topical sealer or floor wax from a ceramic tile you should use a Tile
Sealer & Adhesive remover. Always test a small area first. Apply a liberal amount of
undiluted sealer & adhesive remover to a manageable area. Allow setting without drying
until coating or residue softens. Reapply if necessary until sealer softens and can be
removed. If necessary, agitate with white nylon scrub pad. Wipe up the residue with a cotton
towel or sponge. Rinse thoroughly with clean water. Do not use on natural stone products.
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Non-Slip Tile Cleaning Recommendations
Regular cleaning and care
When non-slip floor tiles are cleaned, whatever their surface finish, it is not sufficient to
clean them with a conventional mop, because it will not clean away any dirt embedded in
the particles that give the tiles their non-slip finish. This means that dirt will build up, spoiling
the overall appearance of the floor surface and normally modifying the color slightly.
There are several perfectly good ways of cleaning this type of floor surface:
- High-pressure cleaning equipment (Karcher pressure washers or high-pressure
hoses).
- Vapor steam cleaners.
- Scrubbing the surface with a brush with hard plastic bristles and then rinsing
it with plenty of clean water.
Whichever cleaning system is used, it is important to use clean water because otherwise,
when the water evaporates, small particles of dirt from the water will be deposited in lower,
more inaccessible parts of the embossed surface.
Avoid mechanical cleaning methods that may harm the tiles and gradually reduce their nonslip properties. For good results, it is essential to rinse them afterwards with plenty of water.
Metallic Tile Cleaning Recommendations
Given their special finish, the same precautions apply to these products as those used when
caring for gold or platinum coverings. Handle with maximum care.
Water should be first option .if a stronger cleaning is needed clean with alcohol and a soft
cloth or alternatively use a neutral PH. Avoid abrasive, acidic or alkaline cleaning products.
Use a slightly damp sponge to clean the tile joints, passing it diagonally across them. Do not
use dirty or brackish water.
Grout Cleanup – Non Acidic Grout Haze Removers
Maintenance – Neutral Cleaner for regular cleaning (pH of 6.5 – 7.5. For intensive / periodic
cleaning use an alkaline cleaner (pH of 7.5 +).

Crystalline finish Tile Cleaning Recommendations
In view of its crystalline finish, adopt the same precautions as for glass tiles or mosaics.
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PORCELANOSA
WARRANTY INFORMATION
Porcelanosa in the United States of America (“Porcelanosa”) hereby warrants to the original buyer (“Buyer”) that the
floor and wall ceramic tile products (“Products”) sold by Porcelanosa in the United States of America under the
Porcelanosa, Venis or Urbatek brands meet or exceed the international standards of ISO 13006: 2012, as well as the
performance specifications of ANSI A137.1 – 2012. Porcelanosa further warrants that the Products, as delivered,
will be reasonably free of defects in materials and workmanship, and when properly handled, stored, maintained and
installed, will conform, within industry-accepted tolerances, to applicable manufacturing specifications.

Commercial Warranty

In the case of Products sold for installation in a commercial setting, Porcelanosa will replace any uninstalled
Products found to be defective, provided that the Buyer has given written notice of defect to Porcelanosa within 12
months of the original purchase date. Certain factors, such as improper installation by independent parties, uneven
sub-floor, and environmental conditions, are beyond the control of Porcelanosa. Consequently, Porcelanosa cannot
accept responsibility for the performance of the Products after they have been installed in a commercial setting.
Notwithstanding this limitation, upon receipt of written notice of defect from the Buyer within 12 months of the
original purchase date, Porcelanosa will replace any Products installed in a commercial setting that are found to have
latent manufacturing defects. This warranty excludes any labor charges, installation, or other consequential losses or
incidental damages. This warranty is also subject to the limitations set out below under “Other Warranty
Information” and to those set forth in any applicable terms and condition of sale.
Residential Warranty

In the event that any of the Products sold for installation in a residential setting are found to be defective,
Porcelanosa will, at its sole option, repair or replace the defective Products. This warranty covers Products installed in a
residential setting within 36 months of the original purchase date. This warranty is subject to (a) Porcelanosa’s
receipt of notice in writing from the Buyer of the alleged failure or defect within the term of the warranty, and (b) the
limitations set out below under “Other Warranty Information” and those set forth in any applicable terms and conditions
of sale.
Other Warranty Information

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH ABOVE, PORCELANOSA MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
REGARDING ITS PRODUCTS, AND HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Such warranties (hereinafter “this warranty”) shall be void upon the occurrence of any one or more of the following
events: (a) the Products are installed despite having visible defects, that could and should have been noted by the
installer and reported before installation;
(b) the Products are not installed in accordance with the ANSI specifications for the installation of ceramic tile, or the
Handbook for Ceramic Tile Installation published by the Tile Council of North America, Inc., or are installed in
conflict with any other specifications applicable to the Products, including those provided by Porcelanosa, or
applicable to any installation materials;
(c)
the Products are damaged by moving heavy objects or equipment across floors and walls without adequate
protection; and/or
(d) the Products are damaged by the use of improper cleaners, such as those containing hydrofluoric acid; and/or
(e) the Products are damaged by acts of God, such as storms, floods, earthquakes or other natural disaster. This
warranty does not cover differences between samples and the actual Products, or among the Products themselves,
due to pattern variations or color or shade variations that are inherent in the Products. To the maximum extent
permitted by applicable law, Porcelanosa expressly excludes from this warranty, and will not pay for, any
consequential losses and incidental damages. This warranty extends only to the Buyer and is not transferable.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from State to State.
Porcelanosa will not be responsible for any statements or representations made in any form that go beyond, are
broader than, or are inconsistent with any authorized literature or written specifications furnished by Porcelanosa.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, or on special, incidental, or consequential
damages. As a result, some of these limitations may not apply to you.

To obtain warranty service, contact the Porcelanosa in writing: info@porcelanosa-usa.com. Please visit our
website for additional information on the Porcelanosa and its products and services.

